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As the world’s leading vehicle glass repair and replacement
specialist, Belron® has always been in tune with technological
innovation in the automotive industry, particularly around the
role of the windscreen.
With over 25,000 employees and operating in over 30
countries, Belron brands have a global presence across five
continents. Belron is dedicated to doing one thing – fixing
damaged vehicle glass in all its businesses across the world.
This clear focus means that we can put all our energy, knowledge
and research into providing the best service for our customers.
Our focus on service quality and customer satisfaction means
that we also work hard to anticipate what life is going to be like for
the driver of the future.
We’ve commissioned this report to bring together trend
and technology research, consulting world experts from the
automotive sector, academia, technology and consumer insight,
as well as experts from insurance and fleet.
Drawing on their insights, the Window to the Future report
paints a picture of the future of cars and driving, and highlights
how our driving lives will be changed by the integration of
new technology, communication and safety features into the
windscreens of tomorrow.
Across the Belron Group, we put all our energy, knowledge and
research into providing the best service for our customers. We
do this by constantly reviewing our processes, using the latest
technologies, recruiting the best people and training our people
to the highest standards in what they do. This report brings you
an inspiring glimpse of what this will mean well into the future.

Regular contributor to The New York
Times and author of High Voltage
(Rodale)
US

Philippe Quatennens
CEO, Fleet.TV
Belgium

Gary Lubner, CEO, Belron
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Our
Experts

We are in a period of
unprecedented technological
change within the automotive
industry. From Advanced
Emergency Braking, to headsup displays and augmented
reality GPS, these new
technologies are changing
how we manufacture, drive
and insure our cars.
Windscreen and automotive
glass technologies are at
the heart of many of these
developments. Already, the
glass used in modern cars
contributes to a growing
proportion of the car’s
exterior surface. In the past
ten years alone, the glazed
area of cars has increased by
15%. Moreover, windscreens
have a vital role to play in the
structural integrity of the car,
accounting for up to 30% of a
car’s torsional rigidity. As such
the windscreen gives us

a unique window to the future
of automotive technology.
This report was developed
in consultation with a
global panel of leading
industry experts from across
automotive engineering,
research and development,
fleet, insurance, academia
and media. It will examine what
the windscreen of the future
will look like, the consumer
demands that are driving
these changes and how
car manufacturers, fleet and
lease industries and insurers
are responding.

The windscreen
gives us a unique
view into the future
of automotive
technology
5
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“

Cars will integrate more into the
digital revolution. Millennials
or ‘digital natives’ will have a
different relationship with their
car – because they have a
different relationship between
the physical and the digital.

8

Designer Lowie Vermeersch, Creative Director, Granstudio

By 2020, today’s generation
of iTods, or children who
have never known a presmart phone world, will be
emerging young drivers.
This multi-screen, globallyconnected digital tribe will
expect their cars to provide
the same levels of intuitive,
connective technology as their
smartphones.
At the same time, aging
baby boomers, the golden
generation born between
1946 and 1963, will be active,
healthy and mobile for far
longer than any previous
generation.

Powerful consumer demands
from these digital natives and
active older consumers will
drive the creation of in-car
technologies that respond
to environmental concerns
and meet our needs for safer,
more connected and more
responsive automobiles.
Cost is often cited as the
big barrier to technological
innovation, but experts predict
that consumer demand for
ever-safer cars, and up-to-theminute technologies, will drive
their implementation. As far
back as the late 1970s, before
airbags were a standard safety
feature, nearly three quarters
of US consumers surveyed
were willing to pay for airbags,
even if they cost four times the
price of passive seatbelts.
Today’s consumers,
accustomed to the lightning
pace of technological change,
want in-car technologies
just as quickly. Smartphone
technology has leapt into
mainstream use faster than
any other technology in history.
It took 45 years for landline
telephones to go from 5% to
50% penetration in the US, for
example: it took smartphones
just 5 years.
From a consumer
perspective, a fundamental
change already taking place
today is increasing shared
mobility. Nowadays, cars
are more about usage than
ownership,’ explains Thierry
Gaudeaux and Yves Larnaud,
directors at Generali France.
There is no doubt that
the demands of these two
powerful consumer cohorts
will spell disruption for car

manufacturers, bringing
into question whether the
existing seven to eight year
development cycle for a new
car model is fast enough for
tomorrow’s technology, and
tomorrow’s motorist.

“

People’s
mobility
expectations
are undergoing
a fundamental
transformation.
Their wishes
concerning
their own cars
are changing
faster and
faster. And
digitalization
is increasingly
redefining the
way we live
and work.
Volkswagen Group Chairman,
Dr Martin Winterkorn at the 2014
Geneva Motor Show

‘Over the next few years, our
industry will face one of the
greatest upheavals since the
invention of the automobile,’
admitted Volkswagen
Group Chairman, Dr Martin
Winterkorn at the 2014 Geneva
Motor Show.
However, Denis Gorteman
CEO of D’Ieteren Auto predicts
‘an evolution, not a revolution.
The car parc will not change
overnight, nor 1-will the
equipment on the road. The
challenge is that the average
person may not change their
car for a number of years,
so they are not able to get
up to speed with the latest
technology.’
‘Third party providers,
smartphone companies and
app developers working with
windscreens will be a fantastic
opportunity for the customer
to get the latest technology
but not have to wait for the
expense of buying a new car
to get it,’ says Dr Chris Davies,
Head of Technical Research
and Innovation at Belron®.
Industry experts agree
that the advent of the fully
autonomous car is the furthest
from realisation and yet the
emergence of the self-driving
family saloon appears to
be far more imminent than
many doubters believe. But
automotive glass is one area
where we are already seeing
rapid technological changes.
How will these technologies
benefit drivers? And how
will vehicle glass repair and
replacement specialists,
insurers and the fleet and lease
industry respond to
these changes?
9

Automotive manufacturing is
facing great upheavals
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momentum to Smart Screen
technology development
and implementation. ‘Car
manufacturers are keen to take
out weight because of the CO2
issue. They want to have less

Eye-opening advances in
windscreen technology
will be key to satisfying the
demands of future motorists
and will be the command
and entertainment centre for
drivers. A new generation of
Smart Windscreens will act as
guides, the guardians of our
health and safety, and our onboard entertainers.
In the last ten years the
glazed area of cars has
increased by 15% and the
windscreen alone accounts
up to 30% of the structural
integrity. At the same time, the
thickness of glass in cars has
decreased by 10% in the last 10
years. Smart Screen evolution
will begin with the introduction
of thinner, stronger glass that
will also make tomorrow’s cars
more environmentally friendly.
Corning’s Gorilla Glass, the
durable glass substrates used
on tablets and smartphones,

has already been used in the
BMW i8 hybrid sports car, and
Corning is keen to bring the
strong, lightweight and scratchresistant material into more
of the 4.5 billion square metre
automotive flat glass market.
Looking further to the future,
scientists at McGill University
in Canada have developed a
new type of glass inspired by
the interlocking structure of
sea mollusc shells. Professor
François Barthelat and his team
have created glass which is
200 times tougher than
ordinary glass.
The desire for ever better
fuel economy and lower
environmental impacts
will also drive innovation,
particularly the development of
thinner and possibly stronger
glass, and in solar control, with
automotive glass reflecting
or allowing in solar rays.
Environmental issues will add

Greater surface area of glass in cars
increases visibility for the driver and
allows designers more freedom
© SMG

Dr Chris Davies, Head of Technical
Research and Innovation,
Belron®

Belron technician
© Belron

weight, and each car nowadays
which is launched is going to
be 50 or 100kg lighter than the
last generation,’ says Robert
Tonolla, Vice-President
Automotive Aftermarket,
Sika. Solar control glazing in
windows keep car interiors cool,
cutting the need for energyintensive A/C systems, while
heat and cooling sensors make
for environmentally friendly
vehicles, and embedded
photovoltaics produce genuinely
emissions-free energy.
‘We think that there is space
on the windshield for additional
functions, and this is what car
manufacturers are also looking
for,’ adds Frits ter Heide, Sales
and Marketing Director, St
Gobain.

This has important
implications for future
windscreens, explains
Dr Chris Davies, Head of
Technical Research and
Innovation, Belron.
‘Vehicle manufacturers are
more likely to use more glass
in future – as it is lighter than
metal – alongside more use
of composite materials like
carbon fibre.’
‘The surface area of glass in
cars is growing not just because
it increases visibility for the
driver,’ says Davies. ‘It allows
designers more freedom with
exterior and interior aesthetics
and colours. And because the
surface area is getting bigger,
glass is getting thinner to
13
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“

Vehicle
manufacturers
are more likely
to use more
glass in future
– as it is lighter
than metal
– alongside
more use of
composite
materials like
carbon fibre.

compensate in terms
of weight.’
So we now have more glass
in our cars that is stronger,
thinner and lighter than ever
before. What are we going to
use all this extra glass for?
Smart windscreens – the car’s
control centre
‘Heads-Up Augmented Reality
Displays will have a huge effect
on windscreens, turning them
into electronic dashboards
capable of doing everything
from calculating speeds,
to controlling on-board
entertainment systems,’ says
Bernard Jullien, Director of
Gerpisa, an international and
interdisciplinary network of
social scientists working in the
automobile industry.
For example, Honda and
Apple have collaborated on
a heads-up version of Siri for
car cockpits. CarPlay implants
some of the iPhone’s main
applications into automobiles
so drivers can control them
with voice commands, a touch
on the steering wheel or a
swipe on the dashboard.
Dr Gwen Daniel of Belron®
Technical points out that
the windscreen is not the
only glass in a car that could
become a fully functioning
screen: ‘We’ve seen research
on using the glass at the back
of the car as a screen and
it’s fantastic: it displays both
entertainment and information.
It could become like in the film
Minority Report, where people
do all sorts of things with glass.
The sky’s the limit.’

Beyond wipers
Other areas for future
innovation include developing
technologies that can dispel
rain without the need for
windscreen wipers or darken
sections of glass to avoid sun
dazzle and overheating while
adhering to minimum light
transmission regulations.
Edwin Klaps, Director of
Business Development, AG
Insurance, is certain that a
post-wiper future is looming.
‘Windscreen wipers are just
the same technology as 100
years ago,’ he says. ‘Are there
really no other ways to clean
my window?’
Despite advances in
nanotechnology to create
‘superhydrophobic surfaces’,
no coatings that completely do
away with windscreen wipers
are on the market, and existing
coatings normally degrade
after about six to eight months
due to abrasion. But innovative
supercar maker McLaren is
already working on a system
using high-frequency sound
waves to dissipate raindrops
and replace wipers.
Smarter, safer sun shielding
Elsewhere, California start-up
Sonte Film has developed a
system that can be fitted to
any window, enabling users to
darken or lighten glass using
a switch or a smartphone app.
The digital shade system uses
a layer of Wi-Fi-enabled lightconductive polymer.
Industry experts see this
kind of technology as having
potential in autonomous cars,
which might have windscreens
15
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Smart Windscreens will even allow drivers
to see in the dark through the use of Active
illumination or thermal imaging technologies
© SMG

Dark and light
Smart Windscreens will even
allow drivers to see in the
dark through the use of active
illumination or thermal imaging
technologies.

‘Windshield technology is
showing real promise in the
area of night vision. That would
revolutionise the industry, and
it’s something people would be
willing to pay an incremental
cost for in order to gain that

“

Windshield
technology
is showing
real promise
in the area of
night vision.
That would
revolutionise
the industry,
and it’s
something
people would
be willing
to pay an
incremental
cost for in
order to gain
that capability.
Mike Antich, Editor and Associate
Publisher, Automotive Fleet

capability,’ says Mike Antich,
Editor and Associate Publisher,
Automotive Fleet.
Dr Chris Davies from Belron®
Technical comments that
while existing night vision
technologies are too bulky to be
incorporated into windscreens,
the visible output could well
be displayed on an augmented
reality windscreen. ‘In the
future,’ he adds, ‘you might not
need visible head lights and so
can do away with glare.’
Taking multi-tasking to a
whole new level, windscreens
will also soak-up the energy
of the sun to power many of
the car’s advanced technical
functions. ‘Photovoltaic cells
will be used in the windscreen
and in the sunroof to store
energy and through solar
energy, charge batteries,’
says Denis Gorteman, CEO of
D’Ieteren Auto.
‘We believe that this
technology will equip more and
more electric and hybrid cars
in the near future to help power
on-board digital technology,
and cut down their emissions.’
Windscreen entertainment
Smart Windscreens will
become in-car entertainment
and communication zones as
the driverless car becomes a
reality in the 2020s. Motorists
will be able to sit back and relax
on long and boring motorway
journeys as the car drives itself.
Freed from the need to
concentrate on the road ahead,
our windscreens will become
the portal through which we
browse the internet, chat to
friends on social media or
watch films.

Despite some natural
limitations – ‘When you park
up, you can’t be looking at
the Internet’, says Gareth
Wells of Admiral Insurance –
industry insiders and experts
predict a revolution in the way
that the car cockpit is used
and perceived by the next
generation of drivers. ‘A selfdriving car – at least at lower
speeds on a very congested
highway or suburban road –
is very interesting because in
a traffic jam, or a queue, the
driver could do a number of
things using the windscreen,
while the car is driving itself,’
says Emilio Brambilla, Deputy
Chief Editor, Quatrroroute.
‘With an autonomous car,
theoretically all the driving tasks
are going to be reallocated
to the car itself, so the driver
needs zero information
about what’s happening on
the road outside,’ says Hans
Roth, Director of Business
Development at Harman.
‘I think the windscreen will
become a display surface –
a virtual home cinema on the
move. There will be colour,
3D and probably infinite
adjustment possibilities,’
says Meillaud.
‘TV or video on demand will
be projected on it, along with
social media conversations and
smartphone instant chats.’
Car design will change
radically as Smart Windscreens
become devices for cars to
communicate with each other
while their drivers relax inside.
Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
communications are not far
away – the US Department of
Transport is currently testing

Night vision could do away with visible
headlights on the car of the future
© SMG

a prototype on 3,000 cars and
trucks in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
and estimates it will prevent
76% of accidents on the
country’s roads.
The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration has
announced plans to make V2V
technology mandatory in all
cars and light trucks as early
as 2017. The technology could
then become standard in all
new vehicles and older cars
could be retro-fitted.

‘As the technology becomes
still more advanced, there
will be a communications
channel between platoons of
other autonomous vehicles,
all sensing and talking to each
other,’ says Mike McCarthy,
Head of Active Safety at vehicle
safety specialists TRL.
‘A vehicle would integrate
information from other vehicles
with its own GPS maps to work
out where it is, and how best to
get to where it’s going.’
17
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or windows that can be
instantly darkened or lightened
at will.
Laurent Meillaud, writer and
automotive consultant, predicts
the use of an electro-chromic
glazing system with sensors
capable of identifying where the
sun is that could then obscure
portions of the windscreen
slightly, while maintaining the
driver’s field of view.
‘A kind of smart sun visor:
it would darken parts of the
windscreen directly depending
on where the sun is in relation
to the direction the car is
travelling.’
Bob Bateman, Senior
Engineer, Advanced
Engineering, Nissan Technical
Centre Europe, also predicts
‘technologies [such as] a
form of monochromatic glass
to remove the use of sun
visors, as well as automated
windscreen demist and de-ice
technologies.’
‘There’s technology that
blocks both UVA and UVB
rays, the cancer-causing rays
in the sun,’ adds Vidal Cruz,
General Manager Automotive
Replacement Glass at AGC.
‘We’ve had this technology put
in glass. It would be possible to
market this glass as a medical
device for people who have
skin cancer or sun allergies, to
provide them with a car that
would keep them protected
while they’re in the vehicle.’

19
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Heads-Up Display (HUD)
Augmented Reality Displays
will lead the way into this brave
new world of safer motoring.
A well-established fixture in
fighter pilot’s cockpits, HUD
has trickled down from military
aviators into the hands of
drivers, part of a new wave
of affordable Smart
Windscreen tech.
The first signs of the
exciting future generation of
Heads-Up Augmented Reality

Display could be seen at the
New York Motor Show 2014,
where Land Rover’s Discovery
Vision concept incorporated a
smart glass roof and windows
capable of displaying images
and deploying eye-tracking
technology.
Your Smart Windscreen will
be on lookout for pedestrians
too. Ludger Kersting, Director,
Marketing and Sales, Business
to Business at ADAC, predicts
car windscreens that integrate
‘warnings for pedestrians who
the driver doesn’t see: a sensor
that can realise pedestrians
are coming from the side, or
crossing the street, from behind
the car. And specific signs for
different types of danger –
snow, ice on the road,
wet conditions.’
‘The most important things
for future Head-Up Displays are
safety-relevant information,’
says Philip Puls, Head of
Technical Service at TÜV SÜD
Auto Service. ‘That means
braking distance to the car in
front of you, or the emergency
brake distance.’
Augmented reality GPS will
be looking at the bigger picture
rather than just immediate
pitfalls and journey directions.
‘There will be windscreen-tocloud communications,’ says
Hans Roth, Director of Business
Development at Harman.
‘Your windscreen will be able
to gather traffic information
uploaded to the cloud by other
vehicles and use it to suggest
route changes, and predict
possible problems ahead.’
‘And we can’t ignore the
integration of the car into all

our personal technology ecosystems,’ adds Dr Chris Davies
of Belron. ‘We see windscreens
becoming the key interface. In
that sense, we expect HeadsUp Augmented Reality Displays
will be only a stepping stone to
a safe ‘full screen’ technology.’

Eye tracking has huge
potential to cut the number
of ‘fail to look’ crashes
© SMG
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Experts predict that consumer
demand for ever-safer cars, and
up-to-the-minute technologies,
will drive their implementation
despite barriers to cost. Dr
Lisa Dorn, Reader in Driver
Behaviour and Director of the
Driving Research Group at
Cranfield University, says that
the automotive industry can
learn a lot from fighter pilots,
who have been using this kind
of technology for decades.
‘There’s a lot of transferrable
knowledge from the aviation
industry that can assist here: for
pilots there are many complex
instructions and information,
so it’s a question of how these
can be presented without
distracting the driver.’
‘Safety will be paramount in
the development not only of the
connected car or ‘networked
vehicle’ – the information that
is relayed between cars, with
cars talking to each other – but
also in the way automakers
will embed intelligent sensing
systems within cars, which
will probably be camera-based,’
says Dr Chris Davies
of Belron® Technical.

Touch or talk?

Eye-tracking sensors will
be embedded in every Smart
Windscreen. They will monitor
a driver’s alertness levels,
and nudge their car to react
automatically to hazards
the system knows they have
failed to spot. Eye tracking will
enhance the effectiveness of
HUD systems ensuring that
information projected on the
windscreen is always in the
driver’s line of sight. Crash
recorder systems will be part
of this too.
‘Eye tracking has huge
potential to cut the number
of ‘fail to look’ crashes, the
most common car accident
especially amongst young
drivers who research shows
don’t look into the distance
properly,’ says Neil Greig,
Director of Policy and
Research at the Institute of
Advanced Motorists.
Jim Motavalli, contributor
to The New York Times,
agrees: ‘Where you can use
applications to ensure that
the driver is alert, considering
the number of people who
fall asleep at the wheel, that’s
a really good application of
technology.’
‘Cameras that check the
driver’s eyes and directly link
with the windscreen, they’re an
important topic,’ says JeanPaul Nicolier, Export Manager
at Hella Gutmann. ‘In a short
time we could see this kind of
technology in every car.’

Touch-screen, voice control
or gesture - which technology
will win? It’s tempting to
believe that smartphone-style
touch screen technology will
migrate into the car cabin over
the next decade. But there are
huge practical difficulties.
‘The distance to the
windscreen in a normal car
has become bigger and bigger
in the last couple of years.
It’s not just in front of you,
so you have to move forward
your whole body to touch the
windscreen. It’s just too far
away to use as a touchscreen,’
says Ludger Kersting, Director,
Marketing and Sales, Business
to Business at ADAC.
Reaching out to touch your
windscreen as you drive is a
physical manoeuvre fraught
with potential dangers.
‘Anything that takes your
hands away from the main
controls of the car, we would
see as a potential distraction,’
says Greig of the Institute of
Advanced Motorists.
Instead, your voice will
become the primary tool
for controlling your Smart
Windscreen by 2025. Ford is
already showing the way ahead
by pioneering its SYNC system
that can now recognise 10,000
different voice commands.
‘I would see voice control
or voice-activated technology
as being less intrusive and
potentially less of a health and
safety consideration,’ says Julie
Jenner, director of ACFO.
Lisa Dorn, Reader in
driver behaviour, Cranfield
University, agrees. ‘It’s a no

Voice control and Heads-Up Augmented
Reality Displays will empower drivers not
to have to look for buttons
© SMG

brainer – the most obvious
way that humans interact is
via language and probably the
most effective way to make the
user experience as safe and
comfortable as possible, but
research needs to understand
how best to use voiceactivated technology without
impacting on safety,’ she says.
Heads-Up Augmented
Reality Display systems in
Smart Windscreens will make
voice-activated technology
far safer than current
iterations. ‘Today if we use a
voice command to make a
smartphone call in the car we
often have to look down at
the instrument fascia or the
infotainment screen to read
screen prompts,’ says Roth,
of Harman.
‘By projecting prompts
and information on to the
windscreen, we ensure that the
driver keeps his or her eyes on
the road ahead at all times.’
Philippe Quatennens, CEO,
Fleet.tv, agrees: ‘The main
advantage of head-up displays
is that they concentrate
essential information in the
viewing field of the driver.’
Scott Sinclair, industry
manager automotive at
Google, describes it as
‘empowering drivers not to
have to look for buttons. If you
can do this, voice control is a
great thing to have in vehicles.’
Belron® Technical experts
point out that increased uptake
of voice control will also spur
automotive manufacturers and
glass researchers to develop
ever-better sound proofing
within vehicles.

‘Voice control is definitely
going to be something for the
future. The problem with voice
control is it obviously depends
on how effective it is compared
to external noise,’ says Dr Chris
Davies of Belron Technical. ‘And
car manufacturers are seeing
this, because they’re looking
at acoustic technology and
acoustic glazing for
the future.’
A further evolution could
see the introduction of
windscreen sensor systems
that recognise gesture
commands. Toyota is
collaborating with Microsoft on
a concept Sienna minivan that
uses a version of the software
brand’s Xbox Kinect system to
interpret gestures in 3D.

23
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‘Driverless cars will take
quite some time, more than
ten or fifteen years, but I’m
convinced that the car will
be there, sooner or later,
especially when we see less
death in traffic and less bodily
injuries,’ says Ernst Pompen of
the Association of Insurers in
The Netherlands.
Insurers tend to prefer a
wait-and-see approach to
new technologies and look
to reduce premiums when
safety benefits are proven.
To date, the focus of telematics
solutions has been on
improving the risk profile
of drivers, particularly the
young and inexperienced,
with success.

For example, GreenRoad is
a telematics company that
uses a green, amber and red
dashboard-mounted lights
system to give motorists’ realtime feedback on their driving
habits and says its users have
seen a 70% drop in crashrelated costs.
Other evidence about
the potential benefits of
integrating multiple safety
features into vehicles includes
McKinsey’s analysis of data
from the US Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety. This
found that full replacement
or upgrade of cars with safety
technologies including forward
collision avoidance, adaptive
headlights and park distance

control could lead to a 30%
decline in claim frequency. Ron
Actuarial Intelligence has also
carried out research on behalf
of Israel’s Ministry of Finance,
which showed a 44% drop in
insurance claim frequency
in cars fitted with collision
avoidance systems.
Incentive schemes that
encourage careful driving have
also made their mark. The
Aviva Drive app uses smart
phone technology to record
a motorist’s driving style –
covering their acceleration,
braking and cornering - to
calculate personalised
discounts. Carrot Car
Insurance in the UK not
only incentivises good driving

However, telematics are
about to get even more
exciting, as insurers look
to capture more data not
only to inform decisions on
insurance premiums but also
to target individual drivers
with additional services and
encourage customer loyalty.
Breakdown assistance
has long been an additional
feature offered by insurers, but
more sophisticated telematics
systems will be able to offer
immediate intervention on
claims, or flag deals on nearby
petrol stations or favourite
coffee shops.
Many insurers are already
upgrading their legacy IT
systems to be able to support
more real time digital
interactions with customers on
devices like smartphones and
tablets, to offer a streamlined,
user-friendly and ‘connected’
experience. In years to come
the infrastructure will exist to
gather and analyse real-time
data from integrated Smart
Windscreens acting as the
digital hub of the vehicle.
Laurent Hillaire, Head of
Business Partnerships at
French insurers GAN, imagines
a future where voice control,

“

The starting
point from our
point of view
is that if there
is technology
going into
a car that is
thought to
improve road
safety, then we
will give that
technology
the benefit
of the doubt
in terms of
rating, ahead
of seeing the
actual impact
on claims
experience
flow through.
Andrew Lowe, esure

eye tracking and HeadsUp Displays will have major
impacts. ‘I think electronic
and ICT developments in the
car will have a greater impact
on driver behaviour, moulding
new safer habits behind the
wheel.’
Yet one of the main
concerns of insurers is
the extent to which such
technologies might be a
distraction to drivers, which is
where the experience of the
aviation industry will make
a huge difference. ‘There’s
already a lot of technology
in the car. I mean, we do see
that as being distracting,
just from mobile phones, sat
navs, all that kind of thing. We
don’t want the glass to take
the driver’s eyes off the road,’
says Ian Currie, Head of Motor
Claims, RSA.
Longer term implications
for the insurance market,
as described by experts
at PwC’s strategy practice
in their report, ‘Reshaping
Auto Insurance’, could be
that advanced automotive
technologies that reduce
collisions, such as location
awareness and automatic
braking, ‘will increasingly
shift the risk of driver error
to the risk of mechanical
malfunction’. This, they say
‘would shift driver liability to
manufacturers and result in
a new form of auto insurance
that could be packaged
with cars that rely on these
technologies.’
27

with cash-back and shopping
credits but also features
elements of ‘gamification’
where drivers can share their
weekly telematics ‘Driving
Scores’ with friends via
social media.
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5.
Fleet and Lease
in pole position

concerns for fleet managers
in the UK, according to 2014
research by Autoglass®, besides
cost. Simple features that
in the future lead to fewer
accidents, lower repair bills,
lower insurance premiums and
less driver downtime but are
integrated with fleet and HR
policies are therefore likely to

“

The one that
springs to mind
is just more
functionality
being placed
in the actual
windscreen, so
we’re seeing
things like
aerials, rain
sensors, light
sensors and
I can imagine
that will
increase.
Dave Tanner, Lex Autolease

be the most popular with fleets.
‘When we use those kinds of
technology in the windscreens
there will be fewer accidents
on the roads. There will also
be cleaner driving because
navigation systems will be more
precise. So for safety reasons,
and for efficiency reasons,
windscreen technology is very
helpful to fleet managers,’ says
Luberto Van Buiten, Editor-inChief, Mobility Media.
Belron Technical expert Dr
Gwen Daniel sees the future
role of the windscreen as
providing connectivity to help
fleet managers: ‘When you can
see, centrally and remotely, all
the information on a car and if
it’s been experiencing problems
if the windscreen has been hit
by a stone or an object – this
could relay the information to
check your glass.’
Dr Lisa Dorn also points
to the role that Smart
Windscreens will play in
constantly improving driving,
helping fleet managers increase
efficiency and reducing
crashes: ‘When you can
actually know how a car or truck
is being driven, you can feed
back to a driver: “Well done,
this journey was really good, but
there were a couple of harsh
braking manoeuvres, which
might have been because
of this or that reason.” This
could take what the telematics
systems do right now into the
windscreen.’

The mobile office of
the future
Autonomous vehicles
will create a road transport
revolution, with new kinds of
driverless vehicles configured to
maximise work space, and new
kinds of trucks that increase
productivity for the haulage and
logistics sectors.
Workspace provider Regus
partnered with Swiss company
Rinspeed on the development
of the XchangE concept car,
whose two front seats swivel
backwards, creating a mobile
work and meeting space
for four people. The car’s
technology and infotainment
systems will allow passengers
to connect to their office and
work productively or make
presentations. Regus estimates
a consultant or sales rep could
fit in up to 8 hours of productive
work each day using a
driverless vehicle.
‘When it comes to the
future, we see there is a trend
towards mobility beyond just
the car, says Luc Norga of
LeasePlan in Belgium. ‘It’s not
only the ownership of the car
but also the use of the car. So
if new developments tie into
[the mobility related needs of]
drivers then this could be
a win-win’.

Features on Smart Windscreens that lead
to fewer accidents and lower repair bills
will be integrated with fleet and HR policies
© SMG
Belron Technician
© Belron
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‘We know that average vehicle
age is going to influence how
quickly our customers get to
use these new technologies’,
says Dr Chris Davies of Belron®
Technical. ‘Even when new
vehicles include a massively
increased technology
component, the average
age of vehicles on the road is
commonly around seven or
eight years in many countries.
So while more autonomous
vehicles will be launched it
will take longer for them to
constitute the majority of the
cars on our roads.’
Fleets and leasing
companies are likely to be at the
forefront of new developments
due to their shorter renewal
cycle. More than half of all new
cars in the UK are registered to
fleets according to the Society
of Motor Manufacturers &
Traders and 60% of all new cars
have two or more technologies
in their windscreens, according
to Belron.
‘The one that springs to
mind is just more functionality
being placed in the actual
windscreen, so we’re seeing
things like aerials, rain sensors,
light sensors and I can imagine
that will increase.’ Dave Tanner,
Lex Autolease.
Manufacturers such as BMW
have pioneered technologies
for fleets. The multi-award
winning electric BMW i3 is
packed with features including
Heads-up Display, intelligent
headlights and a telematics
based service to notify drivers
of servicing requirements.
As for insurers, driver
behaviour and safety are
typically one of the top
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6.
Repairing and
replacing the
windscreens of
the future

The drive
of the future

A great deal of the predicted
new technologies for cars will
be embedded within and will
rely on the Smart Windscreen.
As such, this will demand a
matching evolution in vehicle
glass replacement and repair.
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The Belron® Approach
We are now in a world
where technological
complexity is growing
exponentially, and this is as
true for automotive glazing as
it is for the whole automotive
sector.
‘The introduction of
technologies that target
the improvement of safety
for drivers, passengers and
pedestrians is hugely exciting,’

says Chris Davies, Head of
Technical Research and
Innovation at Belron Technical.
‘With the constant
evolution of glass and bonding
systems the actual process
of replacing and repairing
glass has become much
more demanding, so Belron
constantly looks to innovation
in all areas to ensure the
technician has 24/7 access to
the best tools, processes and
skills to ensure safety and the
highest possible quality,’ says
Davies.

Smart Windscreen
Replacement
Vehicle glass repair and
replacement specialists will

need to do two things in order
to keep up with the pace of
technology change and smart
windscreen:
Keep up-to-date with
changing technology by
investing in R&D
Ensure that their
technician training processes
and their systems are as
future-facing as possible.
Technicians of the future
will be equipped with virtual
and augmented reality tools
–or make use of augmented
reality headsets like Google
Glass. This will ensure that
they have the expertise to
create a perfect fit for any
windscreen in any car, no
matter what technology it
contains.

On a sunny morning in July
2025, John slips into the
front seat of his family car.
‘Engine on,’ he murmurs, and
his electric car sparks into life
as sensors capture his voice
command.
Automatically, advanced
photovoltaic cells begin
absorbing solar rays to keep
his batteries at full charge,
while the ultra-thin,
shatterproof glass in the rear
and side windows darkens to
avoid sun dazzle and to keep
the car’s interior cool without
excessive use of the
air conditioner.
Heads-Up Augmented
Reality Displays appear on
the windscreen as John pulls
away. His GPS instantly crowdsources the best route by

communicating online through
the Cloud with hundreds of
other vehicles, and then guides
him with line-of-sight arrows
projected on the glass.
A mile down the road, a
pedestrian steps heedlessly
off the pavement. Eye tracking
sensors in the windscreen
know that John hasn’t seen
her. A warning icon flashes on
the screen and the brakes are
gently applied.
Any danger has been
avoided, but another set of
sensors – part of a system that
constantly monitors John’s
body chemistry and brain
activity levels for signs of
distress, illness or sleepiness
– swiftly checks his pulse and
adrenalin levels to ensure he’s
not over-stressed and therefore

in need of a recovery stop.
In 20 minutes, John
pulls smoothly out on to
the highway, and his car’s
autonomous cruise control
takes over, allowing him to relax
as it does the driving for the
next 50 miles.
With no need to keep an eye
on the road ahead, John asks
for some entertainment. His
windscreen becomes opaque
and his favorite TV show begins
to play across it, interrupted
once by a Skype video call from
his wife reminding him to buy a
birthday present for their son.
Welcome to a vision of the
future of the Smart Windshield,
a future that will emerge over
the next ten years to completely
revolutionize the experience of
driving.
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Repairing and replacing the windscreens
of the Future

Belron® technician
at work
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Belron is the world’s largest dedicated vehicle glass
repair and replacement company, operating in 34
countries across five continents

